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Community and participation have become popular in development discourse and

practice, particularly in the global South and in relation to water resources manage-

ment. Greater involvement of people in decisionmaking, implementation and evalua-

tion of water management practices is expected to increase efficiency and equity in

water projects. However, scholars have pointed out that such discourses are often prob-

lematically used and idealised, leading to the exacerbation of gender, class and other

social differentiations. Drawing from a case study of drinking water contamination by

arsenic in Bangladesh, this article examines the mobilisation and outcomes of participa-

tion and community in water provision and arsenic mitigation. Water hardship, con-

flicts and marginalisations are found to be products of social processes (that are

gendered, classed and spatialised) as well as natural processes (local geohydrology,

depth of arsenic sediments), in addition to the very ways that community and partici-

pation are conceptualised and practised. Nature ⁄ water comes to play a critical role in

the ways that development interventions play out, thereby complicating the general

debates around community and participation. This article seeks to problematise the

ways that considerations of both the roles of nature and gender power relations can be

more critically and productively engaged in development geography. As such, the arti-

cle brings together debates in nature–society geography and development geography to

argue that scholars studying community and participation need to pay greater attention

not only to gender and spatial power relations, but also to the importance of geographi-

cal locations and the agency of heterogeneous nature in the ways water management

and development interventions fail and succeed, and are thereby critiqued. More adap-

tive, reflexive and inclusive development realities that are simultaneously embedded in

society and nature may then be envisioned, and more nuanced understandings of

nature-in-development enabled.
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Introduction

Community and participation have permeated

development discourses and practices in the global

South. This is particularly prominent in the rural

water sector, where there has been a shift from

state-led, technocratic water resources management

programmes to an increase of ‘participatory’ and

‘community-based’ water resources management

(Ahluwalia 1997; Mehta 1997). Such shifts have

come in the wake of criticisms of large-scale infra-

structure-focused water development projects that
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have had negative social and environmental

impacts (McCully 1996). Emanating from the par-

ticipatory development models of the 1970s and

1980s, where civic participation and ownership of

development endeavours were seen to result in

better outcomes of the projects, participatory com-

munity-based water management projects have

become popular as ways for states, international

donors and NGOs to attempt to pursue ‘sustain-

able development’ (Nelson and Wright 1995;

Chambers 1997; Agarwal 2000; Cornwall 2000;

Agrawal and Gibson 2001). Thus, there have been

changes in the governance of water resources from

state-controlled and managed to a focus on com-

munity-based institutions and less direct state

responsibility. Indeed, scholars such as Bardhan

have recently argued that ‘Water reform in the

sense of building or promoting such community

institutions of cooperation is at least as important

as land reform in rural development’ (2001, 247).

Despite their popularity, there are several prob-

lems with discourses and practices of participation

and community in water resources management.

Gendering such approaches further exposes both

conceptual and practical limitations of the concepts.

Water management schemes that generally see

communities as homogeneous entities can overlook

complex realities where access to and control over

water resources vary by multiple, interlocking and

hierarchical systems of differentiation. Similarly,

participation involves processes of inclusion, exclu-

sion, negotiation and resistance, which are insuffi-

ciently understood or addressed. In this article, I

argue that not only are gender and class relations

important in assessing how notions of community

and participation must be extended, but that geo-

graphical location and nature ⁄ water play important

intersecting roles in local water resources manage-

ment projects and institutions. The article accom-

plishes this by engaging with broad bodies of

literature that have not erstwhile been brought

together to better elucidate nature–society relations

in the context of development: the sophisticated

and abundant debates on nature–society interac-

tions in ⁄ outside of geography (e.g. Bakker 2004;

Latour 2004; Castree 2005), and those in the devel-

opment geography literature on participation and

community (e.g. Agarwal 2001; Cooke and Kothari

2001; Hickey and Mohan 2004). As I detail below,

critical geographical contributions to development

debates can be made by engaging with nature–

society literatures to highlight the roles of nature in

development processes.1 These engagements are

then furthered by attention to the ways that gender

and spatiality come to inflect the very understand-

ings of processes of nature-in-development, to

elucidate that geographical debates about nature–

society are always embedded in not only geograph-

ical locations and heterogeneous natures, but also

in social and spatial complexities. Such an exami-

nation underscores the ways that both nature and

society consolidate and disrupt the discursive

thrusts of community and participation that are

understood and operationalised in development

endeavours.

The analysis is based on extensive research con-

ducted in areas of rural Bangladesh that are facing

acute drinking water crises from arsenic contami-

nation of groundwater sources.2 Fieldwork was

carried out between 2003 and 2005, involving par-

ticipant observation, case studies, focus group dis-

cussions and 232 in-depth interviews with men

and women in 18 villages of four arsenic-acute dis-

tricts, with a focus on the various water projects

being implemented by different types of organisa-

tions (state, international donors, NGOs, research

institutions) (for greater detail see Sultana 2006

2007a 2007b 2007c). At present, an estimated 35

million people in Bangladesh consume poisoned

water because naturally occurring arsenic (from

aquifer sediments) is present in groundwater

pumped up by tubewells, which are widely used

for both drinking water and irrigation purposes.

While the introduction of tubewells was deemed a

development success, as ‘safe’ groundwater

reduced mortality and morbidity from patho-

gen ⁄ microbial surface water sources historically

used for drinking water, the discovery of arsenic

and subsequent poisoning have resulted in

drinking water crises in recent years.3 Arsenic’s

unpredictable spatial heterogeneity in the aquifer

(due to minor differences in Holocene deposits) is

reflected in the spatial heterogeneity of contami-

nated tubewells (i.e. there can be contaminated and

uncontaminated tubewells within a few hundred

feet of each other, and entire villages may have

only contaminated tubewells, or have few uncon-

taminated ones, which may be spatially clustered

at a variety of scales, and often quite dispersed in

pattern on the landscape). Arsenic primarily occurs

in the shallow aquifer, where the vast majority of

the tubewells can affordably draw water; a few rich

households can afford to drill into the deep aqui-

fer, where there is little or no arsenic. As a result,
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there is greater hardship in availing safe drinking

water, and greater conflict over safe water in many

areas (Sultana 2007a 2007b). In order to address the

water crisis, arsenic mitigation projects are cur-

rently being implemented by organisations

throughout Bangladesh to provide safe ⁄ alternative

water supplies.4 These projects generally mobilise

discourses of community and participation in water

management institutions. This article problematises

some of the failings and challenges in the concep-

tualisations and practices of community and

participation, and explicates how they are simulta-

neously geologically ⁄ ’naturally’ and socio-spatially

embedded, where processes of water management

produce inequalities and differences in safe water

usage, access and exposure to arsenic.

The article is laid out as follows: I first briefly

but critically review the community and participa-

tion debates, then move to gender and spatialise

such debates. I then engage with nature–society

scholarship to highlight the contributions this can

make to development literatures and better explain

nature-in-development. I weave in such insights

into the discussion on the water crisis in Bangla-

desh to flesh out the value of bringing together

these insights, and conclude with reflections on

how further fruitful engagements may be explored.

Community and participation in water
management5

Scholars have debated the controversial issues sur-

rounding the ways that community and participa-

tion have been conceptualised, mobilised and

deconstructed in natural resources management and

development literatures (Leach et al. 1997; Guijt and

Shah 1998; Agarwal 2001; Agrawal and Gibson 2001;

Cooke and Kothari 2001; Hickey and Mohan 2004;

Williams 2004). Despite critiques of exclusions, cap-

tures and marginalisation, the considerable staying

power of notions of community and participation in

development policies has resulted in a proliferation

of community-based and participatory projects

throughout the global South. In the water sector, cre-

ating water user committees as part of community-

based water resources management plans are

common, whereby the committee is responsible for

representing communities ⁄ villages in managing

water structures and decisionmaking at the local

scale (Ahluwalia 1997; Mehta 1997; Bardhan 2001;

Meinzen-Dick and Zwarteveen 2001). Committee

members often are assumed to have common

interests and goals, overlooking social difference

and heterogeneity of communities as well as envi-

ronments (Leach et al. 1997). While development

project planners may acknowledge the problems

that exist, project implementations often treat com-

munities as territorially defined intact wholes within

the remit of the projects. Ahluwalia argues that dif-

ferent water users often have different interests and

that inter-group conflicts tend to be suppressed,

such that ‘in name of social cohesion the interests of

the less powerful are forgone and existing inequali-

ties are reinforced’ (1997, 33). Similarly, Mehta

(1997) argues that viewing community ahistorically,

as well as out of its social and political context, can

reinforce existing asymmetrical social ⁄ power rela-

tions. Thus, notions of community being inherently

egalitarian are problematic (see also Zimmerer 2000;

McCay 2001; Page 2003; Staeheli 2003).6 Mosse (1997

2003) argues that the social and power relations that

play out in water management can challenge notions

of democracy and equity that are increasingly

embodied in national water development policies

uncritically espousing community and participation.

Thus, while notions of community in water manage-

ment may be externally defined by implementing

organisations (e.g. local or extra-local NGOs, donors,

states), they are implemented through local power

relations, where different people with various

strengths and weaknesses based on their structural

position in village society will negotiate their posi-

tions within such projects vis-à-vis the costs and

benefits in the context of their overall lives and liveli-

hoods. As a result, it is important to look at the ways

that community institutions operate in creating

boundaries, exclusions, inclusions and regulation.

The second popular discourse, related to that of

community, is participation. Community members

are expected to participate in projects in order to

enhance equity and efficiency, as well as to feel

greater ownership towards projects, which is also

expected to lead to better water resources manage-

ment and greater ecological sustainability.7 Partici-

pation invokes notions of inclusion, of people’s

abilities to make decisions, and to voice opin-

ions ⁄ concerns that are heard (Agarwal 2001; Cooke

and Kothari 2001). As such, participation is linked

to notions of deliberative democracy (Hickey and

Mohan 2004). Cooke and Kothari (2001) posit that

participation has become hegemonic in develop-

ment discourses, yet generally conceals the pro-

cesses of unjust and illegitimate exercises of power.

Agarwal (2001) further argues that participatory
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institutions are often socio-economically inequitable

and perpetuate unequal relations of power.8 While

Ribot (2000 2004) argues that locally accountable

representatives can be sufficient if not everyone

can participate, this accountability is often a prob-

lem as there can be elite capture and corruption of

the projects and its benefits. Downward account-

ability may be lacking in projects, although there is

meant to be greater sharing of powers and

resources with all members who are meant to ben-

efit from the project (Platteau and Gaspart 2003;

Platteau 2004). Networks of relationships of reci-

procity and livelihoods may also mean that people

make decisions to support dominant institutions

and not challenge them (Peters 2000; Cleaver 2003).

Traditional notions of participation in village life

are often worked out through patronage systems

and kinship structures. It is within such unequal

set-ups that participatory water management pro-

jects often embed themselves and thereby perpetu-

ate cycles of inequality. As a result, participation is

a process that involves conflict and consensus,

within broader historical factors and constraints,

and not just a mechanism to facilitate project suc-

cess or a set of techniques, although this is primar-

ily how it has been treated in most development

projects.

Gendering and spatialising community and
participation
Furthering these debates are contributions made by

scholars who have looked at either the gendered

dynamics of community ⁄ participation and ⁄ or the

spatialities of the processes of community ⁄ partici-

pation. I argue that it is important to look at these

issues simultaneously, in addition to paying atten-

tion to the roles and spatialities of nature (as devel-

oped in the next section). By undertaking a gender

analysis, Cleaver and Elson (1995) expound that

community water management schemes may not be

equitable and lead to further marginalisation of

poorer women in accessing water. Gendered analy-

sis allows for understanding structural inequalities

in community and household resource use and allo-

cation. Women’s and men’s involvement in commu-

nity projects have to be assessed in terms of their

decisionmaking powers and the benefits accrued to

them in various forms (Rico 1998; Agarwal 1997

2000; Cleaver 2000 2001 2003; Coles and Wallace

2005). If the beneficiaries ⁄ participants are concep-

tualised along certain criteria, then groups of

people may be targeted, for example ‘women’. In

such instances, it is likely that women of any back-

ground can be assumed to be representative of the

different groups of women, and differences between

women in a locality get overlooked or obscured in

the project. Blindly assuming that having rich or

elite women participate in the project leads to

‘gender mainstreaming’ can be problematic, as exclu-

sions and privilege may become institutionalised.9

While adding women to a project may seem to

address gender issues stipulated in project docu-

ments, it does not necessarily address power issues

between men and women, and among different

women. Gendered subjects experience simulta-

neous processes of inclusion and exclusion based

on other social processes, and thus it is not possible

to generalise across all women or even men

(Jackson 1999; Cornwall 2003). Social relations of

class, kinship, marriage and household relations

can all complicate the ways that people experience

exclusion and inclusion. There may be a range of

different lines of connection and differences that

situate women differently from each other, and the

myth of female solidarity thus does not hold up to

the ways that women may choose to pursue differ-

ent desires, connections and needs (for example,

not all women in a neighbourhood may be simi-

larly exposed to contaminated water or have simi-

lar water needs). In water management, however,

some more clear patterns of exclusion do emerge,

vis-à-vis men excluding women in decisionmaking

roles, and men and women of wealthier house-

holds excluding people of other households from

accessing their safe water sources. What is evident

is that it is not just women but many poor and

marginalised men are also excluded, which is often

not captured by only focusing on women (as dem-

onstrated in the case study section later in this

article).

Participation is often portrayed as increasing the

‘empowerment’ of women, but recent evidence

suggests that many women are disempowered and

marginalised in the process (Cornwall 2000;

Agarwal 2001). The critical assessment of how par-

ticipation is conceptualised and a gender perspective

on who participates, in what capacity, to what effect

and with what means, is important in understanding

the outcomes of participatory management institu-

tions being set up as the solution to water resources

management problems as well as achieving prob-

lematic notions of ‘empowerment’. For instance,

women’s participation in the process of planning

or decisionmaking regarding water resources,
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generally seen as a male domain, is constrained by

gendered responsibilities (both productive and

reproductive), time, costs, as well as local norms of

what is deemed appropriate gender behaviour

(Elson 1995; Cornwall 2003). Agarwal (2001) posits

that seemingly participatory institutions can exclude

people through ‘participatory exclusions’ that can

individually and interactively constrain a woman’s

participation in water resource management. These

are: rules of entry, social norms of women’s behav-

iour and actions (e.g. speaking in public forum, gen-

der division of labour), social perceptions of

women’s abilities, entrenched territorial claims by

men, personal endowments and attributes of women

(e.g. education), and household endowments and

attributes (e.g. class).

Furthermore, participation is a spatialised pro-

cess, taking place in specific spaces and places,

which are gendered. As a result, spatialised subjec-

tivities can discourage people from speaking in

public, and people may perform differently in dif-

ferent spaces (also Kesby 2005 2007). For instance,

when meetings take place in bazaars or market

places, it is more difficult for women to attend

meetings (as these are gendered spaces for men).

Public space and decisionmaking in participatory

development projects in many places also exclude

women largely due to notions of appropriate femi-

nine behaviour as well as practices of purdah (var-

ied practices of veiling and seclusion that curtail

women’s mobility as well as public behaviour).

Given that participation activities are largely con-

ducted in public spaces, or what are perceived to

be public activities of decisionmaking and sharing

opinions, notions of femininity and masculinity can

be challenged when women and marginalised men

are involved. This results in both women and men

being uncomfortable with projects that attempt to

have participatory planning sessions or public com-

mittee meetings. These gendered subjectivities and

identities are shifting, contested and rethought in

development projects so that they make sense to

each individual in what it means to be a ‘good’

man or woman, husband or wife, son or daughter,

within the contexts of other factors, experiences

and goals in their lives. Thus, women’s mobility

and autonomy, as well as decisionmaking powers,

are spatially curtailed in addition to the socio-

cultural ideologies of their capacities and rights to

participate in decisionmaking fora. Such participa-

tory exclusions can be powerful in highly unequal

and patriarchal settings (see also Sultana 2009).

Greater attention to both gendered identities and

agency are thus important in understanding how

and why men and women participate in water

management projects or not (see also Resurreccion

2006; Sultana forthcoming). Thus, women can

manoeuvre through patriarchal structural forces in

resisting, challenging and reproducing power rela-

tions that operate in the ways that participation

plays out in water management. Heeding subjectiv-

ities of femininity and masculinity that are associ-

ated with activities of participation helps explain

why different people relate to community partici-

pation in the ways they do. Partaking in water pro-

jects is bound up with sensitivities beyond the

‘rational’ water user that is assumed in participa-

tory development projects, where water users are

expected to automatically want to participate and

do so with unified and collective identity. This is

generally not the case. People display varying

opinions and agency in the ways that water pro-

jects function in their locality, and what it means in

their own access to safe water. Such realities are

not just socio-culturally defined, but also inflected

by various understandings of water contamination

and relations to water. This is where a closer atten-

tion to nature ⁄ water comes to make a difference.

Naturing community and participation: the
difference that nature makes
Scholars studying the ways that nature–society

relations operate have generally not engaged with

the development literatures discussed above. Criti-

cal studies of nature–society relations consist of a

large body of knowledge, and different strands of

scholarship permeate current academic writings

where rich theoretical debates explore the different

ways that nature can be understood and theorised.

For instance, recent critical writings have looked at

the social construction of nature (e.g. Braun and

Castree 1998; Castree and Braun 2001), nature’s

relational ontology and materiality (e.g. Haraway

1991; Whatmore 2002; Bickerstaff and Walker 2003;

Bakker 2004; Bakker and Bridge 2006), socio-

natures in capitalist systems (e.g. Harvey 1996;

Swyngedouw 1999 2004; Loftus 2007), and actor-

network theorisations of nature (e.g. Latour 1993

2004; de Laet and Mol 2000; Gareau 2005) (see

Castree 2005 for an excellent overview of the

debates). My goal is not to evaluate or rehearse

these debates, but to emphasise that attention to

nature can enrich existing debates around commu-

nity and participation, which have largely focused
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on social relations. By engaging with nature’s

heterogeneity, uncertainty and contradictions, more

nuanced understandings of community, partici-

pation and development processes may be envi-

sioned. Ontological attention to nature and nature’s

‘lively materiality’, while contentious (cf. Boyd

et al. 2001; Goodman 2001; Sneddon 2007), allows

for greater understanding of ways that different

natures (or components of nature) can come to

inflect and influence the ways that development

plays out.10 Such close attention can elucidate

better nature-in-development in any context. As

Mitchell points out, ‘the nonhuman agencies enter

into human partnership not just as passive ele-

ments to be costed and arranged, but as dynamic

and mobile force with their own powers and log-

ics’ (2002, 299). Agential nature (in this case arsenic

and un ⁄ contaminated water) thus comes to disrupt

and shape narratives of success vis-à-vis commu-

nity ⁄ participation in development endeavours, and

becomes an unexpected co-participant in water

management and development processes.

Swyngedouw’s (1999 2004) articulations of the

agency of water pose central questions from which

scholars are debating the role of water in social

development (e.g. Bakker 2004; Loftus 2007; Loftus

and Lumsden 2008). Social water or hybrid water,

which incorporates both the social ⁄ political and

material aspects of water, have been highlighted in

such research. In taking these debates to the com-

munity ⁄ participation literatures, I focus attention

on the ways that different types of water, their

materialities (e.g. with and without arsenic in

water) and spatialities come to influence the very

processes of water management and notions of

community ⁄ participation. Much of the literature

within development geography tends to ignore or

thinly heed nature’s agency, materiality or hetero-

geneity, and generally treats nature in one of two

ways: as a source of raw material ⁄ resources in

resource management (where nature is largely

benign, static or a stage upon which human social

agency is enacted), or as a source of danger, where

nature is often hostile or unsafe as in hazards stud-

ies (for more detail see Blaikie et al. 1994; Peet and

Watts 2004). Taking inspiration from the arguments

made by Leach et al. (1999) and Leach (2008), who

urged greater attention to nature’s heterogeneity in

development thinking, I highlight the contributions

that critical geographical research in nature–society

relations can bring to development geography by

looking at the ways that nature ⁄ water come to

inflect and constitute development processes. In

problematising discourses of community and par-

ticipation, attention to nature’s uncertainty, dyna-

mism and contradictory actions (beneficial and

harmful) can explain why certain community ⁄ par-

ticipatory projects operate in certain ways or fall

apart altogether. The locations of specific kinds of

nature (e.g. arsenic deposits versus safe parts of

the aquifer) and their spatiality can greatly influ-

ence not only the ways that water access is organ-

ised and institutions developed, but the ways that

certain vulnerabilities are exacerbated while others

are spared arsenic poisoning (i.e. the ways people

come to understand and relate to un ⁄ safe waters).

Similarly, heeding the heterogeneity of nature and

its spatiality can influence whether or not people

partake in externally-driven ⁄ funded community

water projects, or whether they subvert such pro-

jects by installing their own tubewells to access safe

water (if they are geologically or financially able to

do so), thereby reducing the transaction costs, poli-

tics and difficulties involved in being part of a

community project (see also Sultana forthcoming).

The distribution of arsenic in the aquifer, which is

quite random and uncertain at the different depths

that tubewells can operate at, thus comes to influ-

ence the ways that people organise around water

management institutions or not. As a result, closer

attention to nature complicates narratives of com-

munity and participation, and the ways that such

discourses operate on the ground. Borrowing

loosely from Latour’s notion of ‘actants’, arsenic

can be seen as a deviant actant that comes to dis-

rupt development discourses of community and

participation, and influences the ways that such

notions are negotiated and practised in water pro-

jects. In that sense, water becomes an ‘uncoopera-

tive’ resource (cf. Bakker 2004).11 Such complexities

and disruptions ⁄ coalescences are demonstrated in

the next section, where arsenic, tubewell technol-

ogies, gender ⁄ social relations and space all come

together to create hydro-social assemblages that

are often overlooked in accentuating positive

impacts of community-based participatory water

development projects in waterscapes under crisis.

Arsenic mitigation and water management
projects in Bangladesh

Nearly all of the arsenic mitigation projects studied

in this research were promoting community-based

participatory water management options in order
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to address the acute drinking water problem. It

was found that local people were less involved in

actual selection of technology (such as deep tube-

wells, dug wells, rainwater harvesting technolo-

gies), conceptualisation, fund mobilisation or

decisionmaking about management, and more so

in site selection, collection of fees and construction

of infrastructure. While such involvement varies

across different projects, what was noticeable is

that there is greater investment and attention

given to technology and physical infrastructure

and less on the social organisation and manage-

ment institutions by the implementing organisation

(see Narayan 1995; Crow and Sultana 2002). The

main criteria by which most arsenic mitigation pro-

jects proceed are: explicit interest from the local

community in having water technologies ⁄ options,

agreement to invest in costs and construction

(along some criteria of 5–15% of capital costs and

100% of maintenance costs), and commitment to

self-regulate user access and control. However,

there is usually little follow-up beyond the physical

construction and initial fund collection by the

implementing organisations.12 At the village level,

arsenic committees or water user committees are

often set up as the local management institution for

the projects. In some instances, these committees

are set up ad-hoc by implementing agencies in

order to get arsenic mitigation projects started up;

in other instances, existing village groups are

tapped into. In the majority of cases, people were

asked to form groups on their own, or recommend

others to join, and this type of group formation is

generally understood to form the ‘community’ for

the project, as well as those who will ‘participate’

in it. In many projects, since users are usually seen

as household units, it is the household head whose

name is on the list of users. Since this is most likely

to be a male head, the committees end up involv-

ing men. Thus the rule of entry ends up discrimi-

nating the actual users (i.e. women and girls who

fetch the water or manage it at the domestic level).

Community projects also require certain skills such

as literacy, numeracy, organisational and network-

ing ⁄ people skills, which can also be lacking in

many areas, or taxing on the few who have the

skills in their areas. Thus there are limits to local

capacities, as the numerous community projects

on-going in any given area can often involve the

same people, thereby overburdening them with

work, contribution of time and resources for the

various projects.

In the committee, on paper there are generally

several membership posts: users, a secretary, a

treasurer, and in some instances a chairman. These

members are supposed to be engaged in the imple-

mentation of arsenic projects in their area, or at

least be responsible for the running (operation,

maintenance, fee collection) of the water project

with which they are affiliated. A caretaker is some-

times chosen from among those on the committee

and is responsible for looking after the mainte-

nance of the water technology and ensure only offi-

cial members obtain water from the source.

However, several projects involved the implement-

ing organisation freely donating water technology

without forming committees or groups. These

organisations generally did not require financial

contributions, and expected that local people

would sort out management and maintenance

issues on their own. Many of these donations were

seen on the land of influential and wealthy house-

holds, although some were also specifically tar-

geted and given to households with arsenicosis

(arsenic poisoning) patients, or where there was a

large cluster of contaminated tubewells. Given the

difficulties in mapping the exact location of arsenic

in the aquifer, the criteria that organisations often

follow involve looking at contamination levels in

individual tubewells, and the spatial clustering of

unsafe tubewells (which is a product of both natu-

ral distribution of arsenic in the aquifer and local

geology, as well as human settlement patterns and

historical placement of tubewells). Government

attempts to inform people about arsenic levels in

their tubewell water has been to paint red those

tubewells with contamination levels above 50

micrograms ⁄ litre (the Bangladesh government stan-

dard of allowable arsenic levels) and paint green

those tubewells with arsenic levels deemed safe for

human consumption (i.e. below 50 micro-

grams ⁄ litre). These act as visual markers of safe ⁄ -
unsafe water sources, in a binary system that does

not inform people of the seasonal variations in

arsenic concentration nor the actual concentration

of arsenic in their water (which in some instances

are at much higher and lethal levels such as 1000

micrograms ⁄ litre compared to 51 micrograms ⁄ litre,

although both tubewells would be painted red).13

When more than 80 per cent of the tubewells in a

village are identified as being contaminated and

painted red, external organisations are more eager

to implement projects and have greater access to

donor funding.
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The notions of participation and community

among implementing officials largely consisted of

following guidelines that project documents had

already articulated, often under assumptions of

spatially clustered arsenic-afflicted households with

equal water needs – i.e. spatially identifying com-

munities where participation in water projects

would occur was the primary goal of the project

officials. In order to have the quickest and optimal

outcome in terms of project delivery schedules,

officials generally contacted the village leaders or

elders and worked through them. Very few offi-

cials felt the need to operate otherwise. However,

all projects articulate participation of the poor and

equitable water use. When community groups are

formulated along traditional lines of kinship or

power hierarchies, there is tendency for marginali-

sation and elite capture, which have been identified

as serious problems in implementing community

water projects. One NGO worker commented about

elite capture and the undemocratic nature of water

committees: ‘We have to work with the rich and

powerful in the villages, or we wouldn’t be able to

work at all.’ As such, devolution of power to com-

munity needs to account for the political processes

involved, multiple interests and actors, power rela-

tions, and different institutions and networks that

influence interactions (cf. Ribot 2004).

It is possible that pre-existing groups (e.g. micro-

credit scheme groups) enable people to organise

around water or share water more readily, as pre-

existing disagreements or frictions may have been

resolved for the group to function. Some water pro-

jects have utilised such groups, often due to the

ease of working with existing power structures and

groups, so that less investment has to be made in

social mobilisation and group formation, thereby

minimising time ⁄ energy ⁄ costs as well as reducing

potential for conflicts. Such approaches tended to

reinforce existing power relations, often along kin-

ship hierarchies or agricultural patron–client rela-

tionships, which had played a role in the formation

of various village-based groups. The water projects

thus did not necessarily reach those who were in

arsenic-acute neighbourhoods or areas that did not

already have pre-existing groups or were not sup-

ported by a local powerful elite. Research has indi-

cated that many poor households are left out of the

micro-credit schemes (due to their lack of capital

and collateral) (Montgomery 1998), and thus water

projects that operate through such pre-existing

groups run the risk of leaving out those who may

actually need assistance. Such dilemmas are cap-

tured in Box 1.

About 63 per cent of the 232 households inter-

viewed in this study claimed to be using water

from some sort of community-based drinking

water option. The ones who said they were not

using a community water source were generally

using their own source or one belonging to some-

one else nearby. Often, people were not sure if the

source they were using was community-based or

private (as community sources easily become pri-

vately owned ⁄ claimed), and thought that it

belonged to the household whose land it was on.

Thus, in many cases it was seen that what was

About 15 women were present for the focus group
discussion. They were very eager to share their sto-
ries and lamented that they were particularly suf-
fering the hardship from arsenic in their para
(neighbourhood). A few of the women had just
returned from fetching water from a nearby pond.
The only tubewell nearby was painted red. The
women were worried about drinking water from
the unsafe tubewell and had reverted to using
unsafe pond water. Only two of the women walked
the mile or so to the mosque to get water from a
green tubewell. One young woman openly said that
her family continued to drink from the red tube-
well; several other women also concurred at that
point. They said that it was too far away to go to
get water, it involved walking along the main road
to the mosque, where there was a lot of crowding,
and it was hard for them to leave children behind
to go for so long. They were upset that other paras
had community deep tubewells, obtained through a
local project, but they had not been given one. They
tried to raise enough money (5000 Taka14) to give
to the Chairman to get a deep tubewell from the
government [under cost-sharing schemes to obtain
deep tubewells that were community owned and
managed]. But they were only able to raise 2500
Taka as the people in the para are so poor. As a
result, they were not able to secure a safe water
source for their vicinity. One woman commented
‘We cannot afford to pay the fees to join the water
user association in the next para, or install our own
deep tubewell. What can we do but drink contami-
nated water?’ One upset young woman at this
point lamented ‘Amra eyi pani khaiya morum, tao eyi
pani khaite hobe’ (‘We will die from this water, but
still we have to drink this water’).
(Author’s fieldwork notes, December 2004)

Box 1 Marginalisations, exclusions and communities
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thought to be a private water source was actually

not (e.g. obtained through the government scheme

with multiple households on paper but ‘owned’ by

the household that paid the deposit money). Simi-

larly, in some instances people argued that they

were taking water from a source that was commu-

nity-based, although it often felt like it was singu-

larly owned.

In places where community water projects were

operating relatively well, the general opinions of

those involved in the project were: the need to

increase the number of water options available,

reduce the number of households dependent on

each option, reduce costs involved, and configure

better ways to share the water. However, among

most water user group members, there was general

satisfaction that they had somewhat better access

to a safe water supply, even if they had to pay for

it. But a majority of the women involved in these

projects did raise complaints that the water sources

are often not maintained, that the people on whose

land it is on tend to monopolise the source and

often treat it as their personal source, and that

there are crowding and time factors involved, as

well as conflicts and arguments at ⁄ over water

sources (see also Sultana forthcoming). While out-

right denial of safe water may be less common, at

what cost (both literally and figuratively) water is

fetched are factors that are important for many

households.15 Water–society relations are also

inflected by gender sensitivities in that even if a

household’s water source is contaminated with

arsenic and deemed unsafe, concerns of women ⁄
girls venturing far or into public spaces to get safe

water from community water sources often result

in families continuing to consume unsafe water

(see also Sultana 2009). This can happen even if the

household is officially within the reach of a partici-

patory community water project, thereby under-

mining the goals of a project to provide safe water

to all project users.

The siting ⁄ location of a community water option

is one of the critical issues that also requires negotia-

tion between people and underscores various power

relations that exist. Usually if wealthy households

want to donate part of their land to install a commu-

nity water option, they are instructed that they must

allow access by other users. However, when the

option is located inside the bari (homestead consist-

ing of a cluster of a huts of families in the same

kinship structure around a common courtyard),

especially close to the dwelling huts, there are

greater access restrictions imposed by the land-

owner. Often people will debate and negotiate

which spot is the best one for installing a commu-

nity water source, but it is frequently overtaken by

powerful families who dictate where the location

should be (often donating their land or more money

in order to control the project) (Box 2). The politics

of locating a water source is further complicated by

whether or not the location is arsenic-free, or if geo-

logically it is financially feasible to drill for water to

the depths needed to access safer water (given the

uncertainty in the local geology and the variable

depths at which safe water may be available). Social

Ali described how the different paras (neighbour-
hoods) of the village had struggled with the high
levels of arsenic contamination in their tubewells.
When the NGO came in and offered to install com-
munity-based options, such as dugwells, they had
meetings to decide where to place it, how to form
user groups, and how much to raise from who.
Poorer people were asked to contribute labour if
they could not give cash, and wealthier households
generally gave more money. The ones who offi-
cially were involved with the project formed a user
committee and have to give money regularly for
operation and maintenance of the dugwell. He said
that many people did not want to give money, or
could not, and now wished they were a formal
user, as not everyone is allowed to take water from
the dugwell. The caretaker is the man on whose
land the dugwell was built, and his family moni-
tors unauthorised users and chases them away. Ali
also proudly said that he and other neighbours
played a big role in the location of the dugwell. As
another para wanted it closer to them, Ali rounded
up some of his neighbours and went to the meet-
ing, and prevented the location being any farther
away from his para. He was happy that it was
in-between the two paras, but lamented that it was
on the roadside, and he did not like his wife to go
to get water from such a public place. As a result,
he sent his 8-year old son most of the time to get
water. When his son was asked about his experi-
ence in getting water from the dugwell, the child
expressed dislike and said he had to jostle with
women to get water and was made fun of some-
times by other children. Ali’s wife Neela then com-
mented that the dugwell should have been closer,
as now she often resorts to using their own red
tubewell and consuming arsenic-laced water.
(Author’s fieldwork notes, January 2005)

Box 2 Politics, locations and community water projects
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power relations thus come up against nature’s frag-

mented heterogeneity in negotiations over locating

water infrastructure.

Reworking and renegotiating community
and participation in water

Not all households feel the burden of safe water

scarcity or arsenic poisoning in the same way in

any given locality. In the territorial ⁄ spatial delinea-

tion or ‘catchment area’ of any community water

project there may be owners of safe water tube-

wells, which complicates notions of the continuous

presence of needy households in the project area.

Such safe water sources can also offer alternative

water options to other households in the vicinity,

who can opt to get water from alternative water

sources rather than the community projects. The

heterogeneous contamination of arsenic in the

aquifer results in the non-continuous presence of

contaminated tubewells, thereby reducing the

desires by many who have safe water access ⁄ own-

ership to invest any interest, money or time in the

success of community projects or to participate in

them. Dynamic social power relations of inclusion ⁄
exclusion as well as uncertainties and fragmenta-

tions in nature come to undermine community

projects. As a result, the very discourses of partici-

pation and community that are supposed to bring

people together to enhance equity and efficiency of

projects may not come to fruition as expected, and

are imbricated in the very relations people have

with water (i.e. relative location to contaminated

parts of the aquifer, having a tubewell that is deep

enough to draw out safe water from the deep aqui-

fer, or living in areas where there are no safe tube-

wells at all). Yet on the other hand, there are many

areas that have acute problems with no safe water

sources, but a community project may be quite far

away or beyond the financial or social resources of

the people in the locality to participate in existing

water projects. Furthermore, the very presence of

arsenic in groundwater (and then subsequently in

tubewell water) determines whether external devel-

opment projects come into an area in the first

place. If there is insufficient concentration of con-

taminated tubewells in an area, organisations may

not deem it necessary to introduce alternative safe

water options or invest in the area at all.

In such ways, nature, spatial relations and social

factors come to complicate the ways that people

understand and experience community and partici-

pation in water management in their daily lives.

As a result, what emerges is that water and arsenic

consolidate and disrupt community and participa-

tion, whereby power relations and social realities

are re ⁄ configured through hydro-social assem-

blages. While arsenic as a deviant ‘actant’ or an

‘uncooperative’ resource can be appropriated by

some to their benefit (e.g. co-opting a water project)

and cause immense suffering to others (e.g. those

left out of projects), what emerges is that the heter-

ogeneity of nature vis-à-vis arsenic and polluted

waters comes to influence everyday social realities

in nuanced ways, where daily, complex and geo-

graphically embedded struggles are lived and

experienced differently in the context of develop-

ment. The nature–society dialectic thus is closely

inflected by both multifaceted social relations as

well as complex hazardscapes of nature (where

benign and harmful natures exist simultaneously)

(cf. Mitchell 2002).

In areas where severe arsenic contamination has

resulted in community water projects being for-

mally introduced, a variety of social power rela-

tions complicate the ways that community and

participation are understood and practised, to

which I turn now. A common theme emerged from

discussions in my study regarding the management

and operation of the community water projects,

whereby many people did not know about commu-

nity water projects properly, especially about their

management mechanisms. Almost everyone had

heard about the community arsenic mitigation pro-

jects, and group formation in their area, especially

if being implemented by an active NGO, during

early phases when information was disseminated.

But the majority of people did not know exactly

how the community-based options functioned or

how they were defined. Often, the prevalent notion

was that the person on whose land the option was

located was fully responsible for it and that others

did not need to be involved (i.e. they thought it

was private property). In general, those not affili-

ated with projects were less aware of user commit-

tees or, if they were aware, most were not

members. Generally, the rural elite and elders were

key decisionmakers in user committees. In some

instances, committee meetings were called and

people were told of the water issues and concerns,

but this was more a rarity than a norm. As a result,

few people knew about or attended community

meetings regarding arsenic mitigation projects and

water management decisionmaking. Very few
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community projects actually had functioning user

committees where people actively participated and

felt communal ownership of the water option.16

Furthermore, different notions of community and

participation operating in water projects of differ-

ent organisations in the same locality further com-

plicated the issue (e.g. for some it meant making a

financial contribution, for others it meant becoming

a member of the project group, and sharing in deci-

sionmaking). Often the same people represented

the community in the different projects, and differ-

ent approaches and modalities of operation under

the same rhetoric can create confusion. In the end,

what was apparent was that overall the men were

more interested in getting technologies and the

financial aspects of arsenic projects, with the

assumption that issues of access, use and conflict

would be borne by women (see also Sultana 2007a

forthcoming).

Instant validation of participation is seen when

some people show up at any meeting – even if at

various stages of the meeting, or if they leave at

various times during the meeting, whether they

have actually listened to the discussion, or said

anything – as physical presence is generally under-

stood to imply participation. Usually, on paper a

large number of people’s names are included as

committee members, but there are often few who

attend meetings or feel they are actually members

of the project; also, there is little, if any, record-

keeping of meetings and how ⁄ what decisions were

made. While the flexibility of rules can allow for

faster action, it is also open to different interpreta-

tions and control by the powerful. In most of the

community projects, few formal meetings were

held as people didn’t feel that there was a need if

the water option was functioning, fees were col-

lected and there were no major conflicts to resolve.

Costs of meetings and participating were factors

that influenced this: these can be in terms of time

spent, loss of income from loss of time,17 overcom-

ing social barriers, and perceived risks of upsetting

existing social hierarchies. Also, a sense of aban-

donment and powerlessness can further complicate

the participation of those who feel marginalised at

meetings. Thus, not everyone can or wants to par-

ticipate, or at least not in the ways that are publicly

articulated in the projects. The majority of the 232

individuals interviewed, both men and women,

mentioned that they do not want to go to meetings

at all, as they feel that their voice will not be heard,

or that the decision of the more educated elite and

powerful is sufficient. In some instances, people

said they didn’t want to challenge authority as they

wanted to benefit from projects in whatever way

they could. Meaningful participation may not

result even when people are able to attend meet-

ings, due to existing power structures and social

norms on who can speak, when and how. Many

poor households thought that some financial or

labour contribution is sufficient participation, and

that decisionmaking should be left up to others.

Nonetheless, the majority of the people were inter-

ested in having some voice and sharing their opin-

ions in the ways that water management affected

their lives, but were less certain how to enact this.

For households with contaminated water sources,

it was a critical concern, whereas for those with

easier access to alternative safe water sources, there

was less concern.

What was notable was that just setting up a

committee and having meetings does not address

issues of subordination, marginalisation or vulnera-

bility (also Cleaver 2001). The rights of excluded

and marginalised peoples cannot be redressed by

sitting in at meetings or being formal members of

water groups, although it can ensure water security

to some extent (which is important for household

reproduction and livelihood needs). Thus, people

make trade-offs between maintaining power struc-

tures for overall livelihood needs and having

access to safe water, whether they participate or

not. Cleaver posits that

Non-participation and non-compliance may be both a

‘rational’ strategy and an unconscious practice embed-

ded in routine, social norms, and the acceptance of the

status quo. (2001, 51; emphasis in original)

Thus, meaningful participation does not come to

fruition from the problematic way it is conceptua-

lised, implemented and circumvented.

The meanings of participation in different con-

texts and spaces, and in relation to other people

present, greatly influence how people understand

and operationalise participation. The public nature

of the spaces of participation and decisionmaking

often reinforce social norms of who can and cannot

speak up. Most women and many poor and mar-

ginalised men often do not feel comfortable speak-

ing in public spaces. Being seen to voice an

opinion that may challenge existing power struc-

tures or ideas about water management is often

deemed to be risky by those who need to maintain

various kinship and social networks for livelihood
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needs. Furthermore, class mentalities often position

less powerful or poorer men at a disadvantage as

they are often expected to go along with more

powerful or wealthy patrons. While many may be

resigned to this arrangement and accept the out-

comes, some did wish they had more agency.

It is important to look closely at gender relations

in this context, as issues of power and power-

lessness can occur among both men and women

(Cornwall 2000). Power relations manifest them-

selves between and among men and women along

a variety of social axes. For instance, many poor

and landless men felt helpless in the face of safe

water scarcity or arsenic poisoning, yet were not in

a position to obtain their own safe water source.

They were also often left out of decisionmaking

processes in water management. While some of the

men who were members in committees said that

they were comfortable sharing their ideas and opin-

ions, many said they just listened to others. Poorer

and less educated men said that they did not feel

that they had anything meaningful to contribute

and that their opinions did not count as much, and

they often went to find out what was going on

rather than give opinions. One man said that those

who are eloquent and give good ideas are allowed

to talk, and others just listen: ‘The rich people

decide what to do, that is fine with me as long as I

can benefit from getting arsenic-free water.’ How-

ever, another man related, with some measure of

frustration, ‘We are poor, no one listens to us any-

way.’ There is also the issue of respect and defer-

ence shown to elders, making it harder for younger

people to speak up in their presence. Thus, it is

seen that even within predominantly male groups,

there are differences by class, age and education.

Invocations of differences through gender, class,

location, literacy and religion are common in

community projects, which influences how people

understand ‘participatory exclusions’ (cf. Agarwal

2001), as reflected in one man’s comment: ‘What

can we murkho, oshikkhito [illiterate, uneducated]

people do, the ones who know, the ones who are

educated, and know other people, they are the ones

that can do more.’ However, if arsenic had come to

affect a household particularly badly (i.e. prolonged

exposure to high concentrations had led to illness

or death in the family), then members of that house-

hold are often given more voice and say in commu-

nal water management decisions, irrespective of

social power relations (although how such voice is

exercised varies across cases).

Gendered participation and decisionmaking

activities for women were generally curtailed by

age, marital status, education and socio-economic

class position across households with similar expo-

sure and experience with arsenic contamination.

Which women are allowed to participate or are

appreciated when they do participate also varies.

Men often will listen to more senior and wealthy

women if they have some history of influence or

power in the village. Younger women find it more

challenging. But if they are very educated and able

to communicate with men, they are given space to

speak. But this is often looked down upon as well,

as such women are out of the ordinary and seen to

destabilise social norms if they speak up too much

or against any older man. In general, older edu-

cated women who have played some leadership

roles (e.g. school teacher) are more respected and

participate more in decisionmaking fora. Similarly,

as Cleaver (2001) notes, hired female labour may

fetch water for the wealthier households, but it is

the households’ more powerful women who are in

a position to participate at decisionmaking fora;

similarly, younger women (especially daughters-

in-law) who actually procure drinking water are

largely left out of water management institutions

and decisionmaking processes as older women

from the household may be involved, if at all.

Thus, different women in different social locations

can have very different experiences concerning

water and opinions about water management.

The majority of the women interviewed in this

study did not know about the workings of the

community projects, their rights and roles, or even

membership in such institutions. Often their names

existed only on paper, they attended no meetings,

or were not informed of meetings nor asked for

their opinions. In most cases, the water user com-

mittee consisted of only men, or mostly men with

a few token women; only 4 of the 132 women inter-

viewed claimed to have ever attended a water

management meeting. Even if women were asked

to attend meetings, they mostly listened in and

rarely gave their opinions in public, and they were

not given sufficient assistance or encouragement to

attend such meetings. There is a general sense that

the women’s role is limited to deciding where to

fetch the water from, and less so in terms of how

to alleviate the access, control and managerial

aspects of most water options (Box 3).

Opinions on the ways and to what extent greater

participation was possible varied. Some men
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thought that women should only give their opin-

ions to male members of their family to pass on,

while others thought that women should actively

and equally participate at public meetings. While

most women felt that they should have more deci-

sionmaking powers, and expressed interest in

voicing their opinions and having more decision-

making capacities, the majority were not willing

to challenge the norms and authorities of their

husbands, fathers, brothers or elders in order to do

so. Such constraints need to be viewed within the

broader context of women’s lives, as well as local

geological contexts, as women in households with-

out arsenic problems were less willing to engage in

gender equality in water projects compared with

those facing greater challenges in accessing safe

water. Women can resist, accept and create differ-

ent meanings out of notions of participation; this

can be done directly and indirectly, actively and

passively. Women are more likely to share their

concerns with those in similar subject-positions

than with women in general or with men (although

this varies depending on the conjugal relationship

and household structure). Women are also likely to

make strategic alliances with men in their house-

holds in order to push forth their agendas for safe

water in public fora; thus, there is control, domina-

tion, negotiation and cooperation that can be

brought to bear on how households and members

in the household participate in water projects. As a

result, irrespective of whether women participated

or not, they remained overwhelmingly circum-

scribed by their gendered positions of subordination

and were not able to challenge or change power

relations through water management projects.18

What is evident is that differences and inequali-

ties are sharpened through the community projects,

both from the rules of membership and distribu-

tion of costs and benefits from involvement, as well

as from the level of contamination of water sources

in a locality. Nature and society thereby come to

interact in dialectical and complicated ways to

influence how people benefit from development

interventions. Furthermore, social power relations

often result in the marginalisation of men and

women based not only on class and gender, but

also on whether they are within the ‘natural’ ⁄ geo-

logical spaces of safe water (i.e. if they have access

to safe water that would perhaps reduce their

social marginalisation, or if their sufferings are fur-

ther compounded by lack of access to safe water).

Everyday village politics can come to influence

water politics, where the political processes of

water allocation, access and use are often over-

looked in the belief that community and participa-

tory water projects benefit everyone. Since these

projects involve access to and control over a life-

giving, non-substitutable resource such as water,

they are inherently political. Such social realities

are further complicated by the heterogeneity of

arsenic and safe groundwater sources, as discussed

earlier.

Conclusion

This article has posited that there is a benefit in

bringing together the different literatures on com-

munity and participation in development geogra-

phy with nature–society geography to problematise

and flesh out nature-in-development, in order to

enrich and nuance both the discursive thrusts in

development thinking as well as to elucidate why

certain development endeavours fail or succeed.

I analysed the role that nature plays in develop-

ment processes in unexpected ways, shaping and

challenging practices of community and participa-

tion in water management, as well as the ways that

nature and gender relations intersect to complicate

‘Men go to meetings to decide what to do about
the arsenic problem. We would go if we were
asked, but we’re never asked to go’. (Woman in
interview, December 2004)

‘There is no scope for women to participate

at the meetings, they are generally not informed

or asked to attend’. (Man in interview, January

2005)

‘She is a woman, what does she know? She

doesn’t have anything to say, she just fetches

the water’. (Man in interview, January 2005)

‘My husband would never let me go to a meet-

ing’. (Woman in focus group discussion, January

2005)

‘Women should participate but they do not

come to the meetings’. (Man in interview,

December 2004)

‘The committee is on paper only, not in reality.

My name is put down as the treasurer, but I

don’t know what is going on’. (Woman in inter-

view, November 2004)

(Author’s fieldwork notes)

Box 3 Gender and participation in water projects
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development debates. Attention to social heteroge-

neity (gender, class) as well as natural heterogene-

ity (arsenic deposits, safe aquifers) helps to clear

space in better understanding nature–society rela-

tions in the context of development. Such a focus

assists in better articulating the role of nature in

development, which is often neglected in commu-

nity ⁄ participation literatures that focus predomi-

nantly on social issues in debating why and how

community and participation operate. Nature’s

‘lively materiality’ (cf. Goodman 2001) and ontol-

ogy (cf. Mitchell 2002; Castree 2005) needs greater

attention from development scholars. Similarly, it

could be argued that nature–society geographers

should more fully heed the complexities involved

in gender ⁄ class ⁄ social power relations and institu-

tions involved in nature–society relations as well as

the ways that development discourses operate in

everyday resource management contexts.

Despite the problems of discourses of community

and participation as discussed above, such notions

continue to have enormous staying power in devel-

opment projects, as policymakers, project officials

and local elites buy into the various understandings

of what community and participation mean, and

how different benefits can be reaped from mobilisa-

tion of such polyvalent terms. Community-based

water management can simultaneously further

stratify communities, as well as create and congeal

communities for specific projects, where the spatial-

ity and heterogeneity of nature plays a critical role

in the ways that institutions are crafted and opera-

tionalised. People are more aware of what commu-

nity means, or is supposed to mean, and can work

through the processes of such development inter-

ventions vis-à-vis their own relationship with

un ⁄ safe water. Thus, a community reflects its inter-

nal stratification at such formalising moments of

interventions, where differences in needs, abilities,

power and influence become evident, as do the

locational differences and relations people have to a

spatially heterogeneous nature (one which is both

benign in providing safe water, as well as harmful

in providing poisonous water, depending on where

and at what depth one draws water from). Differ-

ences are thus reinforced through arsenic mitigation

and water management institutions, in that rela-

tions of domination and control tend to further

marginalise those who do not have access to safe

water, meaningful participation in water manage-

ment institutions, and information about arsenic

and mitigation (including arsenic’s distribution, safe

water options, impacts on health and health man-

agement). As such, the creations of differences that

are gendered, classed and geographical (in relation

to access to safe water sources as well as in relation

to where contaminated aquifers are) are reinforced

by the very notions that are expected to reduce such

differences and promote egalitarian and democratic

water institutions.

This article has argued for expanded and inclu-

sive notions of participation and community that

heed both social and natural heterogeneity and

uncertainty, with the hope that this will allow for

more dynamic, adaptive and reflexive governance

of development processes (Leach 2008). In this

way, understanding nature’s complexity becomes

critically important in both policy and practices of

community and participation in development, elu-

cidating why certain projects operate the way they

do, and appreciating notions of community and

participation not just by social parameters but

vis-à-vis nature’s role in context.
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Notes

1 While development debates on ‘sustainable develop-

ment’ and ‘sustainability’ do engage with nature, the

goals are often to configure how to better protect ⁄ con-

serve ⁄ preserve ⁄ organise nature, or better use nature

as raw material or pollution sink. My goal is to heed

micro-scales of nature, and the ways that attention to

nature helps us understand processes and outcomes

of development interventions better, as well as under-

stand complex social realities in everyday nature–

society struggles. This is not resorting to some form of

environmental determinism, but to recognise the con-

tradictory roles that the natural environment plays in

socio-economic processes of development.
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2 For more information on the arsenic situation in

Bangladesh, see Smith et al. (2000), Ahmed and

Ahmed (2002), Hanchett (2004), Ahmed et al. (2005),

Sultana (2006 2007a 2007b 2009).

3 Arsenic consumption leads to arsenicosis (arsenic

poisoning), which can cause various health complica-

tions, cancer, and ultimately death. Arsenic is often

called the ‘king of poisons’ because of its high toxic-

ity, and displays carcinogenic effects from prolonged

exposure to small doses found in drinking water.

4 Arsenic mitigation projects generally involve some

form of water technology (often called water option)

that is either household-based or community-based

(e.g. more expensive, deeper tubewells accessing the

arsenic-free aquifers, rainwater harvester technologies,

pond sand filters, arsenic removal technologies

attached to contaminated tubewells, modified dug-

wells and some trial small-scale piped water schemes).

The goal is to produce and distribute arsenic-free

water to people who are involved in the project.

5 This section engages with political dimensions of com-

munity and participation largely at the local scale, rec-

ognising that this is entangled with global discourses.

However, the section does not go into the literature on

multi-level political aspects of water resources man-

agement or the debates on national-level participatory

planning of water (e.g. participatory budgeting).

6 Working in a different vein, Panelli and Welch (2005)

look at the heterogeneity in communities as a tension

that is maintained between distinctions of ‘being com-

munity’ and ‘community-in-being’, highlighting the

ways that a differentiated unity can exist where peo-

ple forming communities are simultaneously divided

and united.

7 However, there is no guarantee that democratic insti-

tutions will lead to ecological sustainability, and the

linkages between democracy, sustainability and

empowerment are tenuous at best. See Agrawal and

Gibson (2001) and Ribot (2004) for more details.

8 Agarwal (2001) further identifies that people can par-

ticipate in a variety of ways, articulating a typology of

participation that progresses from nominal ⁄ token (e.g.

physical presence) to empowered participation (ability

to meaningfully participate and make decisions).

9 For many feminist scholars, the politics of representa-

tion relate to the concerns of who can represent who,

and the power relations involved in any one person

speaking on behalf of others. Certain essentialist

notions are present when any woman is expected to

speak on behalf of all women, especially in political

spheres or development projects, where richer and

influential women may have more public presence.

Such politics of ideas (as opposed to politics of pres-

ence, cf. Phillips 1995) signifies that women are able

to convey the concerns ⁄ issues across the multiple axes

of differences that may exist. However, class differ-

ences can make it hard for such women to represent

poorer women, although it is possible to speak across

divides and have coalition building; however, this

would necessitate that the representative women are

aware of their positionality and the politics of repre-

sentation that are involved, and know the concerns of

other minority women in any context. See Mohanty

et al. (1991) for a fuller overview of feminist debates

on the politics of representation.

10 Castree defines materiality to be ‘both the real, onto-

logical existence and causal efficacy and agency

within history, of those entities and processes we call

‘‘natural’’‘ (1995, 20).

11 While much of the new literature on ‘uncooperative

commodities’ (e.g. Bakker 2004) works within the cap-

italist commodity framework, I am focusing on an

uncooperative natural resource rather than a com-

modity.

12 Generally, some sort of cost-sharing is deemed to be

needed in order to ensure access to water technolo-

gies, and financial involvement as well as consent to

have projects operate are seen as participation; in

other words, incorporation into projects through infor-

mation-sharing or brief consultations are common.

The user committees were usually articulated to be

non-political and for the benefit of people needing

water, thereby depoliticising the project when it was

very embedded in local politics. ‘Shobai mile-mishe pani

niben’ (‘Everyone cooperate to share water’) is a com-

mon statement made by project personnel in forming

a water user committee. Naturally the present parties

would agree. Participation can be seen as means or

ends, and this distinction is important, as often in par-

ticipatory development it is seen as the ends, rather

than a means to broader ends. In most water manage-

ment projects, participation is incorporation in the

project (at various stages of the project cycle), rather

than a transformative experience.

13 Not all tubewells in the country have been screened,

although local NGOs often undertake water testing

and paint tubewells red ⁄ green accordingly when they

start any new water project in an area. There are

many new tubewells being installed (by people des-

perate in the hope that a new tubewell might produce

safe water, or those with money to purchase a deeper

tubewell that can access the deep aquifer that is lar-

gely arsenic-free), and these new tubewells are often

not tested or painted. A greater discussion on the pol-

itics of development involved in arsenic mitigation at

the national level is beyond the scope of this article

and will be the focus of a forthcoming article.

14 £1 is approximately 130 Taka.

15 While Ahmed et al. (2005) did not find any reports of

rich or influential people denying poor people access

to community-based mitigation options, it should be

recognised that conflicts and frictions may not be

overtly reported and that such issues are gendered,

where negotiating access and rights to any water
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source may result in gendered hardships that may

always not be obvious or conveyed. Many official

studies thus claim that there is little conflict or prob-

lem in community arsenic mitigation projects.

16 Such findings concur with that of Ahmed et al., where

many community water projects were found to be

lacking: ‘In planning and implementation of the miti-

gation options broad-based participation appears to

have been largely absent and some respondents inter-

preted [financial] contribution for the water point as

participation. No respondent, except those who had

given land to install the facilities were found to be

directly involved in decisionmaking on the water

points’ (2005, 38).

17 As community participation involves time, those who

are marginalised or poor usually cannot afford that

kind of time (compared with the rich who, for

instance, are generally less involved in agricultural

wage labour and have opportunities to free up time

for project work).

18 See Sultana (2009) for a discussion on re ⁄ production

and re ⁄ negotiations of gendered subjectivities in rela-

tion to water.
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